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Ir /(x)=x+lx-21 compute t!t) and/(3).

Speci$r the domain of the function g(t) = tlTt:Z

Find the composite firnction f tg1)t it f (u) = ,I'FT- and g(x) : x2 - \'
A certain indushial machine depreciates so that its value after t years is grven by

a function QG) = lrt-o'o4t. After 20 years the machine is worth 8986'58'

Find the following:

(a) the value of k;

(b) original value of the machine,

(it A private college in the south west has larmched a fund - raising campaign' Suppose

that the college offrcials estimate that it will tliur" f (X) = ;ffi weeks to reach x

percent of their goal.

(a) What is the domain of the function?

O) For what values of r does f (x) t uue a practical interpretation in this context?

(c) Sketch the relevant portion of the graph of this function.

(d) How long will it take to reach 50 percsnt of the campaign's goal?

(20 Marks)

(r) Evaluate the limits of the functions given below:

(a) x2 +8

(t (a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

lim
t-+'2

(b)lip6*
x+2



(ii) 
Findpforthefi:nctionsgivenbeiow.

'(a)/=lnffit
"zxz 

qr3x+2b)y=T

(m) (a)

(b)

ttxz + xY = 5, find #; ^terms 
of Jr and r'

Suppose ttaty - | ana t = 3 -# Findthefollowing:

$) X; $r) # ; W H interms of xand!;

(r$ #; *x=2.

suppose that the demand function is given by q = 3pz espz +zp+a 
' 
where Q

number of units and p is the price per unit. Find the elasticity of demand in terms

(20

(iv)

03. (t Find relative mardma and minima and points of inflexion for the function

L

!=x4(x-1)-i*'
(ir) 

Suppose that the demand frurction is x = f,{.ZS-ZV),where 
x is the numbers

and p is the price p€r unit. Let the average cost per unit be Rs 40. Find:

(a) the revsnue firnction in terms of p;

(b) the cost function in terms of P;

(c) the profit function;

(d) the price per unit that ma:rimizes the profit function;

(e) the maximumprofit. 
(20

04. (i) (a) Find all the first and second order partial derivation forthefirretion

f (x,y) = (x3 + yt)t.

(b) use the method of Lagrange multipliers to find the maximum values of /
below subject to the glen consfraint:

f (x,y)= 4xz -Zxy +6Y2; xc+Y =72



(ir) (a) The number of units of a product that are manufactured by

f (k,L) = l'0k0'4f,0'6 , where k is the tmits of capital

Labour.

a iet$v;rtuv

tr," ,r'jii9kr',

(I) Find the marginal productivity of labour and capital ,

(II) Determine the effect on ouFut of an additional unit of capital and

k=8,L=20.

(b) The profit firnction for a firm producing two goods x and y is given by

n(x,y) = I60x - 3x2 - Zxy - 2y" - LZAy - 18' Find the profit m*imizing

level of output for each product and the maximum profit'

(20 Marks )

<C0

05. (t Integrate the following

(a) 
J G -r)' ax 

'
(b) [ Zxe* dx .

I

.

i

t
!
I

I

(iii) Marginal cost is given by MC = 32 + I9q - 12q'. Fixed cost is 43' Find the

total cost firnction'

(1v) The demand and supply function under perfect competition are

pa = 16 - x2 and ps = Zxz + 4 respectively. Find the consumet's surplus and

producer's surPlus'
(20 Marks )

(il) Evaluate the following definite integrates

(a) ['4ar, 0) f, e-x/z '


